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Abstract

Nowadays, we are more and more surrounded by powerful and intelligent communicating objects. Many of these objects, as smart-

phones, watches, detectors and soon cars, are moving in increasingly interconnected environments, have abilities to communicate

with each other and to exchange information. A collaborative approach allows these entities to exchange information and objectives

and to implement rules in a structured manner in order to optimize the execution of their own mission and, therefore, the opera-

tion of the system in general. For example, collaborative behaviours and informations exchanges could improve the movement of

vehicles in an urban center and avoid traffic jams. Our contribution puts a stress on a definition of collaboration in the context of

mobile communicating entities. For the sake of agent-based modeling, we also list challenges raised like technical architecture and

data organisation. Then we propose an hybrid architecture for collaborative exchanges with an example based on communicating

vehicles in an urban context and implemented on the GAMA platform.

c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.

Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs.
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1. Introduction

Smart objects (computers, smart phones, etc) are now occupying a wide part in our life and are fully intercon-

nected. They intend to carry on services for an individual user or for the community. In the case of communicating

vehicles, interaction between vehicules is currently mainly done through an external infrastructure (cloud). In such

infrastructure, a vehicle is considered as client that sends data to the infrastructure and receives specific information

extracted by the infrastructure from gathered data. This interaction scheme does not however match all vehicle needs

and vehicle-to-vehicle interactions are needed to improve security and services to drivers for instance. This interaction

scheme does not give a response to novel vehicle requirement, especially in the domains of security and driver assis-
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tance. What does it happen if the infrastructure is down or unavailable (in a tunel for instance)? Vehicle-to-vehicle

interactions could give a response to that.

According to some studies1,2,3, there is no real autonomy if the vehicle can not fully cooperate or collaborate with

any other entities. These same studies attempt to describe how these intelligent and autonomous vehicles will change

our lives through three main goals: guarantee the road safety, improve the quality of life, permit the accessibility for

all. So collaboration is the key of the success of such applications.

In the multiagent systems literature, several works tackle the collaboration domain4,5,6. Due to the variety of

mobile smart objects, a large variety of collaboration scheme exists but exchanges between connected objects are often

specific to the application domain. We can note a lack of domain-expert oriented methods providing concepts and

tools to qualify and study the collaboration in a complex system. Thus, we tackle the problematic of collaboration and

promote methods, concepts and tools to qualify exchanges between mobile entities (vehicles, drones, etc) evolving

in a complex environment (city, forest). Introducing and describing collaboration between mobile entities should

enhance their journey and their efficiency. For that, we take advantage of agent based systems for which the versatility

allows to describe real systems by interactions between autonomous entities. In this paper, we present an hybrid

agent architecture that can be used to model collaborative exchanges between mobile entities and its assessment as a

autonomous vehicle model in a multi-agent system.

In section 2 of this article, we first propose a definition of the concept of collaboration and, according to this

definition, we present technical challenges to implement a collaborative behaviour. In the third section we propose

a collaborative agent architecture, the data organisation and the world representation. Then, in section 3, we pro-

pose a new hybrid agent architecture with its main communication components, in an urban context. At last, a first

implementation is presented using GAMA platform in section 4.

2. Collaboration and Multiagent System

In this section, a general analysis on collaboration is given as a preambule of a short overview about communication

between agents. It permits to refine our point of view on collaboration and outline linked issues in the domain of multi-

agent system.

In the domain of Multi-Agent Systems, cooperation and collaboration concepts highlight interactions between

agents and cognition: it needs some coordination actions and conflict resolution algorithms to achieve tasks7. Never-

theless there are differences between collaboration which is ”a form of interaction who is interested in how to distribute
the work among several agents, whether it is centralized or distributed technics” and cooperation that ”remains the
prerogative of beings capable of having an explicit project therefore cognitive agents.”8 Collaboration is thus con-

sidered as cooperation refined by the development of a mutual understanding associated with a shared point of view

of the task being solved by several interacting individuals9,10. In the context of mobile objects like communicating

vehicles, collaboration intends to achieve an individual mobility objective while performing a collective local task, by

exchanging information between two or more mobiles. It is an intentional and cognitive process: it also results from

the wishes of each mobile which collaborates with an effort of sharing selected information and a common vision of

the goal to be reached.

Several architectures have been proposed to permit communication between agents or collaborative processes such

as, for example: (i) the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architecture of Rao and Georgeff11, (ii) Touring Machines of

Ferguson12, (iii) InteRRaP model of Müller13, etc.

All these previous models propose a multi-layer architecture with a layer for the world representation, a layer for

basic behaviours, another one for planned behaviours and a final one generally dedicated for communication and/or

collaborative process. Communications between agents are often limited to this dedicated layer (the higher one, the

more ”cognitive” layer which initiate communication if needed). This approach implies that agent do everything it can

before asking help to another agent, somewhere in the simulation environment. But in cases where agents represent

quick mobile objects, this consideration could be useless because the processing time would be too long. For example,

if a vehicle detects an accident in front of it, it must inform immediatly vehicles all around to avoid another one.

So, for modeling collaborative exchanges between mobile entities, an hybrid agent architecture is required to

answer quickly to environmental stimuli (reactive part). This architecture must also include some storage capacity

to record experiments and an management of objectives and priorities (deliberative or cognitive part). It must be
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Fig. 1. A Hybrid Architecture of communicating agent composed of multi-level knowledge, behaviour rules, organised around sensors, effectors

and communication media

associated with a definition of its interactions with the model: the way to record information (world representation,

goals, interactions between agents) and the communication protocol to use with its dependencies that depend on the

multiagent development platform.

3. Collaborative Agent Architecture

In order to model a collaborative multi-agent system, we propose in this section an hybrid agent architecture based

on three layers (see Fig. 1). This achitecture addresses the issues presented in the previous section. The proposition

is a layered architecture where each layer is dedicated to a specific level of cognition. These layers are projected

on a library of behaviour rules and the agent knowledge hierarchical database. Low level data are collected through

interfaces and refined to be delivered to the analysis algorithms and data storages. The architecture also includes a

communication module that implements direct inter-agent communications for a matter of flexibility and efficiency.

The architecture lower level is actually its interface to the environment. It is composed of two modules: the percepts
module and the action module. The percepts module gathers information from the environment and dispatches it to

both behaviour and data recording parts of the architecture. In case of a vehicle, the perception module gathers data

from all the electronic sensors. The action module transmits orders to the various effectors of the agent. For a vehicle,

this includes the management of electronic boxes that are mandatory for the link with car bodies. This lower level

of the architecture also includes a raw data recording interface that sends data to the agent knowledge hierarchical

database. This interface does not include an intelligent program. Data are not filtered nor sorted at this level. The

purpose of this module is to facilitate the registration of raw data without the need for a specific program described in

an upper layer. We explain below how data is organized and how it is used.

Now we describe behaviour levels. The first layer (reaction) manages all reactive behaviours. This is the op-

erational module where all basics reactions are treated. The second layer (integration) brings some more refined

behaviours with a deepening of the decision process. This is the tactical module where actions plans with special

constraints are implemented. The third layer (reflection) allows to integrate complex behaviours based on the previ-

ous layers decision process. This is the strategic module with some long-term views and where complex missions

to be accomplished are implemented. The different layers are requested by message or by program (this may vary

depending on the implementation, we will discuss about this in the next section). The three layers use the behaviour
rules library and the agent knowledge database.

The behaviour rules library is a hierarchical object. The atomic bricks are the basic behaviours of agents, their

reactions to the environment perception. Each basic behaviour has its own preconditions, constraints and postcon-
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ditions. Then we find the actions plans which are composed by basic behaviours. Finally there are complex plans
composed by actions plans. For all actions or plans, we can also find preconditions and constraints. All these basic
behaviours, actions plans and complex plans are linked together. The organisation of these links are like a tree of

actions. Each basic behaviour, actions plan or complex plan is called by a specific layer that is a kind of entry point in

the action tree. This leads to a basic work can be conditionned by the reaction layer and possibly continue the whole

plan by triggering the top layer.

The main objective of the agent knowledge database is to correctly structure data to manage them quickly and

communicate them to the outside. For example, sensors collect raw information that will be stored in the knowledge

base. Then this raw information is analyzed and treated gradually by actions attached to the different layers. We can

attach other information to complete and refine basic information.

For us, we can define some collaborative actions and communications at different level. So the communication
module is an important part of this architecture. To ensure a high level of responsiveness, this module is transverse.

The communication module can be called by any layer, selects the right protocol depending on the geographical

distance and the assigned task (diffusion, partial collaboration, full collaboration) and maintains links with the listener

as long as the mission requires, so lets move from one protocol to another as needed. This block allows monitoring of

the communication process between agents.

4. Instanciation in an Urban Context

This case study intends to test and evaluate our collaborative agent architecture. For that a real case study was

choosen: modeling smart cars moving in a small town. These vehicles must circulate from their home to their

workplace as quick as possible and avoid traffic jams. In an urban context and to model vehicles, we find here the

driving component and all about basic detection cases like an accident or stopped vehicles on the road. Agents Vehicle
are defined with multiple properties: standard vehicles, smart vehicles (with a capacity for observation and analysis

of the world), communicating vehicles (with communication capability) and connected to a centralized entity like a

Cloud. Several basic behaviours are identified: (i) determine its status, (ii) move into the environment from point

A to point B, (iii) observe the environment (road traffic) if it is an intelligent vehicle. Some action plans are also

set: (i) identify a traffic jam, (ii) identify a stalled car, (iii) evaluate a new route to avoid a blocked road, (iv) diffuse

information to other agents, (v) diffuse information to a centralized entity (private cloud or mutualised infrastructure).

To implement the collaborative agent architecture in an urban context, we chose the GAMA platform because it

supports modeling and provides a simulation development environment for building spatially explicit agent-based

simulations. The GIS functions are also implemented natively.14,15 We use advanced driving skill 16 to avoid the

driving management.

During the simulation, we generate some random events (like an accident or a brake down) to create some traffic

jams. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of different types of vehicles, we have chosen two indicators: the

average speed of vehicles in the environment and the number of stopped vehicles. We performed several simulations

with 700 vehicles in an urban area to assess different types of vehicles and their impact on the traffic.

The results of the simulation are shown on the figure 2. We can note that the average speed is significantly higher

when vehicles begin to exchange information on traffic trends to enable dynamic change of path. While standard

vehicles have a constant average speed degradation, communicating vehicles are able to maintain an average speed

approximately constant on this sample. We also find that fully connected vehicle (with exchange of supplementary

information with a centralized entity) maintain a better average speed. In correlation, the number of stopped vehicles

tends to remain stable for communicating vehicles. Again, fully connected vehicles are more frequently in motion.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we defined the collaboration between mobile agents. According to this definition and the urban con-

text, we proposed a multiagent hybrid architecture with three dedicated layers (reaction, integration and reflection).

These layers are projected on a library of behaviours rules adapted to all situations (emergency, consolidation, distri-

bution, etc) and an agent knowledge. To illustrate the communicating vehicles problematic, a first implementation has

been realized on GAMA platform.
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Fig. 2. Simulation with 700 agents

We will continue the development of the collaborative agent architecture by implementing the full multigraph con-

cept and by improving the information dissemination process in connection with the communication block. We will

establish more elaborate action plans in connection with road traffic to show the interest of structured communication

between the communicating vehicles and smart infrastructure. BDI mechanisms will be added to organize the internal

decision processes and allow the creation of joint plans between agents. Finally FIPA performatives will be evaluated

to ensure their relevance in a context of quick exchanges of information in a constrained environment.
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